YPServer Machines Load

4 Hours (19.07.17 20:54 - 20.07.17 0:54)

Datasource Load

- fac-yp.cs.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- fac-yp2.cs.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- grad-yp.cs.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- grad-yp2.cs.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- lab-yp.cs.rutgers.edu: 1 Last, 1 Max, 1 Average
- lab-yp2.cs.rutgers.edu: 1 Last, 1 Max, 1 Average
- research-yp.cs.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- research-yp2.cs.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- staff-yp.lcsr.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average
- staff-yp2.lcsr.rutgers.edu: 0 Last, 0 Max, 0 Average